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Abstract. Our daily live is no longer imaginable without touch devices. Besides 
standard touch devices as mobile phones and tablets also touch-tables have the 
chance to find their way into our daily lives. Co-located meetings can be seen as 
a good application area for touch-tables. They can present the artifact informa-
tion layer to the whole group. On touch surfaces virtual keyboards are used by 
sighted people for text input and text manipulations. For blind people, such 
keyboards are only accessible with a decreased working speed. In co-located 
meetings, manipulation of artifacts (for instance bubbles of mind-maps) is very 
dynamic. Therefore, a decreased working speed to generate and manipulate tex-
tual inputs makes an equal participation of blind people in co-located meetings 
impossible. The ongoing work is concerned with the development of a virtual 
Braille-keyboard to allow a better integration of blind users into co-located 
meetings. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, touch devices have found their way into many applications. Tablets and 
mobile phones with touch surfaces are already common in our daily live. With the 
ongoing hype on touch interfaces, it is very likely that also touch-tables will be used in 
everyday live. Possible application areas of touch tables are presented in [1] and [2]. In 
[3], a brainstorming scenario based on a mind-map is described, which is presented on 
a touch-table to the meeting’s participants. In most touch-table applications, textual 
input is done by a virtual keyboard. Using the virtual keyboard on a touch- table  
decreases accessibility for blind users. Typical accessibility algorithm like scanning 
algorithms, as they can be used on small touch devices like smart-phones and tablets, 
may fail on large touch-table surfaces. Blind users may not even be able to find an 
appearing virtual keyboard on a large touch-table surface in a reasonable time span. 

A possible solution to integrate blind persons in co-located meetings and give them 
the possibility to modify the content of the surface is presented in [3] by the example 
of a brainstorming session. In that experimental setup, the blind meeting participant 
uses a separate workstation equipped with a Braille-display and a standard keyboard 
to interact with the content on the surface, whereas the sighted persons are standing or 
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sitting around the touch-table and make the input over a virtual keyboard. The differ-
ent views for the sighted users and for the blind users represent the same information 
but prepared in a way so that each user can manipulate the artifact layer. Such an 
approach has the drawback that the blind user needs extra space for his/her worksta-
tion and input device. The blind meeting participant is excluded from taking part as an 
equivalent meeting participant. To overcome the problem of a separate working area 
for blind users in co-located meetings, virtual Braille-keyboards might offer a solution 
for an input device. 

This paper presents an overview of today’s available Braille-keyboards, discusses 
the possibilities of using a Braille-keyboard as an input device in co-located meetings, 
and presents an Android based prototype of an implemented Braille-keyboard.  

2 Virtual Braille Keyboards as an Input Devices for Touch 
Devices in Co-located Meetings 

2.1 Basic Concept of Braille-Keyboards 

One of the mechanical Braille-keyboards is the Perkins Brailler (http://www. 
perkins.org/assets/downloads/nextgeneration/perkins_brailler_qsg
_en.pdf). In general a Braille-keyboard mainly consists of six keys where each key 
represents a specific dot from the 6 points of a Braille-character in case of a 6 dot 
Braille. By using a Braille-keyboard characters are typed by pressing the according 
keys of the Braille-keyboard at the same time. For instance a “b” can be typed by 
pressing the respective keys for the upper left and middle left dots of the Braille-
character. Besides the 6 keys for the characters Braille-keyboards normally have sepa-
rate keys for space and backspace. 

The concept of pressing the respective keys of a Braille-keyboard can be trans-
ferred to a touch device. Instead of pressing mechanical keys, specific pattern of touch 
points have to be analyzed and have to be mapped to a character. Different methods 
for analyzing and mapping exist. One approach is to use fixed defined areas of the 
screen. Each area represents one specific dot of the Braille character by touching the 
respective areas at the same time a character can be typed. Another approach is not to 
use fixed areas but let the user first define the areas of the dots by an initialization 
method. The initialization method for instance can be just to place 6 fingers at the 
same time to the screen. After that the areas of the dots are defined (compare 3. Im-
plementation). Further approaches can be found in 2.2 State-of-the-Art in Touch-
Based Braille-Keyboards. 

2.2 State-of-the-Art in Touch-Based Braille-Keyboards 

Today, several touch-based Braille keyboards and similar input strategies,  
which can be used by blind users, exist, as for instance SmartBraille (https://play. 
google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.tmhouse.SmartBraille), Braille-
Type [4], and BrailleTouch [5]. However, many of such tools are designed for small 
devices and not for large displays such as touch tables. For instance, BrailleTouch and 
BrailleType are designed in such a way, that the blind user has to place his/her fingers to 
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specified areas as for instance edges of the touch device. Another drawback of some 
applications is that they are developed only for a specific operating system like iOS. A 
further similar input concept is presented in [6]. Input is generated by setting the pins  
of a Braille character line-by-line by using specific gestures (for instance a touch on  
the left half of the display sets the left pin of the line and a touch on the right half of  
the screen sets the right pin). Another interesting touch-based keyboard, which seems to 
overcome most of the problems, is the announced software UpSens from inpris 
(http://www.inprisltd.com). The tool provides a touch-based Braille-keyboard as 
well as an input method based on gestures. It offers a predefined set of intuitive gestures 
which can be extended by self-defined gestures. However, this tool is unavailable at the 
moment and it is announced that the first version will be for Android, and that the team is 
also working on an iOS version.  

2.3 Possibilities of a Virtual Braille-Keyboard in Co-located Meetings 

As mentioned above, touch-based Braille-keyboards allow blind users to make textual 
inputs on the same device as the other users in co-located meetings, which is an impor-
tant step to avoid placing the blind user separately beyond his assistive technology. A 
further advantage of a virtual Braille-keyboard can be the working speed in compari-
son to virtual keyboards using special accessibility features. Scanning algorithms might 
be slower than typing input via Braille. Another problem for a blind user is to find the 
place and orientation of a virtual keyboard on large touch surfaces and searching for 
the virtual keyboard by the blind persons might disturb the other meeting participants. 
Accessibility features which use an input overlay over the whole touch surface and 
change the standard input behavior of the device (as it is done for instance on the iOS) 
only work in case that sighted users adapt their input behavior to the input modalities 
of blind users. A further drawback of using accessibility features for virtual keyboards 
is that finding a letter relies mainly on audio feedback, which can disturb the whole 
group in a collocated meeting. In case of a virtual Braille-keyboard, no audio feedback 
is necessary at least for typing letters. Only in case of checking or editing the input, 
audio feedback or other assistive technology has to be used. 

Speech input would be another possibility to bring blind users away from a sepa-
rate working area and include them better into a discussion. Compared to speech in-
put, a virtual Braille-keyboard has the advantage that a discussion on a topic is not 
interrupted, but can go on while textual input is made on the touch table. Also in the 
case that more than one input focus is allowed a virtual Braille-keyboard gives the 
possibility to run in parallel to the virtual keyboards for sighted persons.  

3 Implementation 

The implementation of the prototype for the Braille-keyboard so far is based on an 
Android device. The prototype can already be included into the Android environment 
as a standard Android keyboard. Originally, the keyboard is designed for 6 - dot 
Braille, but extensions are already developed for 8 dot Braille. During the implemen-
tation, it was taken care not to restrict placing of the fingers to a special area and  
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to give the blind user the possibility to place the fingers everywhere on the touch  
surface. This is an important feature as it allows the blind users to make text input 
everywhere on the touch interface and he/she has not to search for a special area 
where the virtual keyboard will popup. 

The initialization of the keyboard is done by placing 6 fingers at the same time to 
the surface in order to calibrate the Braille-keyboard. The needed calibration at the 
beginning gives the possibility to set the working position everywhere on the touch 
surface. Figure 1 represents examples of calibration possibilities of the virtual Braille 
keyboard on a Tablet with 10 inches. 

 

Fig. 1. Calibration Examples: a) Tablet horizontal direction and fingers are placed on the right 
lower corner b) Tablet in vertical direction fingers are placed on the bottom of the screen c) 
Tablet horizontal direction and fingers are placed on the upper left corner d) Tablet in horizon-
tal direction and fingers are placed in the middle of the screen 

Typing of letters can now be performed in the same way as typing on a hardware 
Braille-keyboard as for instance the Perkins Smart Brailler (http://www.perkins.org/ 
smartbrailler/features-benefits.html). From the technical point of view the recognition 
of a typed character works as follows: 

• Calibration points are system internally stored with a predefined radius (green 
points in Fig 1). The radius can be seen as a tuning parameter. By experiments, it 
turned out that for standard displays in the range from 7” to 10”, a radius of 50  
pixels works best. 

• The generated touch points, when a character is typed, are system internally also 
represented as circles (red point in Fig 1). 40 pixels turned out to work fine for the 
standard devices.  

• The matching of the calculated touch points to the stored calibration points is done 
in two ways: First, the intersection between the stored calibration points and the ac-
tual generated touch points is used. If a touch point intersects with no calibration 
point, but the distance between the touch point and a stored calibration point is 
small and the distance between the touch point and all other calibration points is 
high enough, the touch point is also matched to the calibration point with the small 
distance. 

• The last step is recalculation of the calibration points after a successful recognition. 
Thereby, an adaptation to movements of typing positions is achieved, which leads 
to an increased recognition rate of the developed Braille-keyboard. 
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Fig. 2. Recognition of characters 

Besides standard characters the following gestures are used to type special “sym-
bols” or to call special “functions”. 

• swipe up: adds a space 
• swipe down: adds a new paragraph 
• swipe left: deletes the last typed character 
• swipe right: reads the last typed word 
• double swipe left: deletes the last typed word 
• double swipe right: reads the whole typed text 

4 Conclusion and Outlook 

First user tests of the presented prototype of the Braille keyboard show the need for 
improvement of accuracy. Also some gestures for special characters like “space” 
seem to be uncomfortable for the blind user. Swips lead to the problem that the user 
has to take the fingers away from the calibration positions and in many cases a recali-
bration is needed afterwards. Therefore a redesign of the gestures for special  
“characters” and calls of “functions” should be considered. However touch-based 
Braille-keyboards have the potential to integrate blind users in co-located meetings 
without requiring a separate hardware device for textual input. Furthermore, virtual 
Braille-keyboards and more general spoken “gesture based keyboards” can be seen as 
an alternative to standard virtual keyboards for blind user not only in co-located  
meeting but also for standard devices. 

Further investigation should not only focus on the possibilities of touch-based 
Braille-keyboards in co-located meetings, but also on the possibilities of Braille based 
keyboards using an unobtrusive finger based tracking system such as the Leap  
Motion. (https://www.leapmotion.com/). 
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